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08/17/2021 533 ORAL ORDER: The Court, having reviewed Plaintiffs' motion to exclude and strike
certain testimony of Defendant's market expert Paul Waadevig ("Motion"), (D.I. 439),
and the briefing related thereto, (D.I. 440; D.I. 477; D.I. 502), hereby ORDERS as
follows: (1) The first portion of the Motion relates to Plaintiffs' request to exclude Mr.
Waadevig's opinion on non−infringing alternatives, (D.I. 440 at 3), which is found in
paragraph 39 of his responsive expert report ("paragraph 39"), (id., ex. 3 at para. 39).
This portion of the Motion is DENIED. In paragraph 39, Mr. Waadevig opines that 11
alternative designs that Defendant proposed for the front face of its accused BMA CT,
BMA CTH and BMA 360 products "would generally be commercially acceptable to
consumers in the installed audio−conferencing market." (Id.) Pursuant to Fed. R. Evid.
702 and the principles espoused in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579
(1993), in order for such testimony to be sufficiently reliable, it must be based on
recognized methods and procedures, not "subjective belief or unsupported opinion[,]"
Schneider ex rel. Estate of Schneider v. Fried, 320 F.3d 396, 404 (3d Cir. 2003); see
also Fed. R. Evid. 702 advisory committee's note to 2000 amendments (noting that if
an expert witness is relying on his experience in a field to bolster his opinion, he must
explain how that experience leads to the conclusion reached" and not simply require
the fact finder to "tak[e his] word for it[]") (internal quotation marks and citation
omitted). In paragraph 39 itself, Mr. Waadevig did not explain why or how his
experience led him to conclude that the products at issue would be commercially
acceptable. And during his deposition, he very ill−advisedly made things worse when
he responded to a question on this subject by flippantly suggesting that he had "no
backing" for the conclusion, and had simply "put [it] in on purpose" because Plaintiffs'
expert similarly had "no backing" for many of his opinions in the case. (D.I. 440, ex. 2
at 194) But with all that being said, Mr. Waadevig and Defendant subsequently made
clear that this deposition comment was meant in jest. (D.I. 480, ex. 98 at para. 4) More
importantly, in paragraph 38 of his responsive expert report, Mr. Waadevig had
explained that if a ceiling microphone product has an "invisible" or "near invisible"
look when it is flush−mounted to a ceiling, then this could render it a commercially
acceptable product for consumers. (D.I. 440, ex. 3 at para. 38) In light of what is in
that paragraph, and in light of Mr. Waadevig's further explanation during his
deposition, the Court can see how Mr. Waadevig has sufficiently articulated his
opinion that the 11 alternate designs (or at least 10 of those 11 designs) for the BMA
CT, BMA CTH and BMA 360 products at issue would be commercially acceptable to
consumers because they had the aforementioned type of invisible or unobtrusive look
when they are installed. (Id; see also id., ex. 2 at 194 (Mr. Waadevig noting in his
deposition that the basis for his opinion on commercial acceptability was that 10 of the
11 designs "look[] like something that would be in the ceiling" and "look[] like a
HVAC or a speaker"); D.I. 480, ex. 98 at para. 5) Thus, Mr. Waadevig has explained
how his experience in this market led to his conclusion on commercial acceptability,
such that his opinion is sufficiently reliable to pass muster under Rule 702.; and (2)
The second portion of the Motion relates to Plaintiffs' request to strike (pursuant to
Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B)) the portions of Mr. Waadevig's opening expert report
wherein he incorporates by reference two other expert reports (the "other material")
that he submitted in a related Illinois litigation between the parties. (D.I. 440 at 3−4)
This portion of the Motion is GRANTED. Mr. Waadevig's opening expert report in
this case does not make clear exactly what portions of the other material he intends to
rely on here. (Id., ex. 1 at para. 12) And in his deposition, Mr. Waadevig did not clear
things up, as he: (a) acknowledged that he did not mean to incorporate all of this other
material into his testimony in this case (only unspecified portions that amount to
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"background of the [relevant] market"); and (b) said that he could not "recall anything
specific" from the other material that he actually did intend to rely on in this case. (Id.,
ex. 2 at 26) That kind of opacity amounts to "hiding the ball," and is not in line with
the letter or the spirit of Rule 26(a)(2)(B). Cf. Sprint Commc'ns Co. LP v. Charter
Commc'ns, Inc., C.A. No. 17−1734−RGA, 2021 WL 979307, at *3 (D. Del. Mar. 16,
2021). However, Defendant now appears to have identified the relevant portions of the
other material that Mr. Waadevig does mean to rely on in this case. (D.I. 477 at 2
(citing portions of D.I. 479, exs. 91−92)) And it seems unlikely that this material is
unfamiliar to Plaintiffs. Thus, the Court further ORDERS that Defendant may timely
"supplement [Mr. Waadevig's report] with information from [the other material] that is
germane to this litigation." Sprint, 2021 WL 979307, at *4. Ordered by Judge
Christopher J. Burke on 8/17/2021. (dlb) (Entered: 08/17/2021)
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